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Abstr Lt
Them ionic e-iergy conversion (TEL) and
metallic-fluid heat pipes IMFHPS) offer important
and unique advantages in terrestrial and space
energ y processing. And they are we]. suited to
serve together synergistically. TEL nd MFHPs
operate through working-fluid vaporization. con-
densation cycles that accept great thermal power
dcrcities at high temperatures. TEL and MFHPs
have aplarently simple, isolated performaiKe
mecharilsos that are somewhat similar. And they
also have obviously difficult, complected mate-
rial problems that &yarn are somewhat similar.
Intensive investigAtion reveals that ast .ects of
their operating cycles and material problems tend
to merge: "In short. high-temperature material
effects determine , the level and lifetime of .
performance." Simplified equations verify the
preceding statement fo r ILL and Wh Ps. Material
properties and interactions exert primary In-
fluences on operational effectiveness. And
therniophy si.1 •ch 1Ld I stabilities dictate operat-
ing temperatures which regulate the thermu-
emissive currents of TEC and the vaporization flow
rates of MFHP%. Mayor high-temperature material
problems of TEC and MFHP% have been solved. these
solutions lead to I;t,ductive, Lust-effective
applications of current iLL and MFHP% -- and point
to significant improvements with anticipated tech-
noloyical gains.
energy Lt tifacy and High-iemperature Materials
"It there rs a single general trend that
apg.ies to the various combinations of heat
sources a d fdnversion methN S, it is the one
tevard higher,
 source temperature and higher sink
temperature -- and consequently lighter weiyhl
systems. For tens reason, the wor'k%hup felt that
high-temperatur fe-materials data was o r prime
importarce	 (his is a quotation from
W. A. Ranken of the Los Alamos Scientific Labora-
tory, one of lbO experts who attended a recent
symposium dt NASA Lewis Research Lenter on 'Fyture
Orbital Power System Technology Requirements"
irie inexorable evolution toward high space-system
power levels rs a movement to not only high tem-
peratures but also hiyh efficiencies and high
power densities.
Similarly high-temperature. high-power-density
topping premises higher efficiency. lower cost and
less pollution per watt of electricity of
earth 1-10,' And very important in these trends
are two direct energy devices that profess great
power, densities effectively through high-
temperature materi ..r interactions alone: The
thermion e : energy convener and the heat pipe
operate on thermal inputs only and have no moving
parts. Their working fluids cycle continuously
through evaporation, condensation and return flow
by a self-induced voltage or a capillary-pressure
difference (Fig, 1 ). Specially selected materials
=M--T TFun e^ the U.S. bepartment of energy
under lnteraoency Agreement tL-114-31-1001.
serve as tnteractinp evaporators and condensers as
Mall as containers (or these working fluids. In
such combinations therwionic-energy-conversion
(TEC) and heat-pipe processes function at low tem-
peratures. But their high-power-ensity capabili-
ties prevail at high temperatures (Pigs. 2 and
3). "in short • high-temperature material effects
dote raine
d11
tthe level and lifetime of ... per`
f ormanc a".
Temperatures for optimum TEC and for some fie-
nortant terrestrial topping applications appear in
Fig. 2. Correspending Mat-pipe utilization could
e cur at teeip-,ra;ures near those for appropriate
emitters and collectors. Possible heat-pipe ser-
vice in proJe:ted sD/Jo,fplications comprises the
	
entries in Tible 1 ,	 ^, Metallic fluid
	
heat
pipes (MFHPs) and TEC are also a synergistic com-
bination for efficient high-temperature, high-
power-density production of weight-effoi4tiVlt space
power near and above the megawatt levelzb•17
Arming at thlt goal the USSR reported in 1976 on
"the tests of three 'Topaz' reectors" ("therro onic
nuclear power plants') that" demoirstrated .
long-term stable and reliable4Qeration with good
reproducibility of parameters
TEC and MFHP Power Densities and Problems
TEC hat inputs can reach the order of
100 Wt/c , ai implied by Fig. 1. There TEL
outputs range up to tens of We1cm2 (PUL)
and tens of percent efficiency (r►OL):
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In these equations OL and Oc are emitter at.-]
collector work functions, V D s the interelectrode
voltage drop, V A is the equivalent auxiliary inpct
voltage for enhancement, V L
 is the voltage loss
required for optimum leads (equal to the exprrssiof.
within the square brackets in the numerator or (2)).
	
i,EC	
-% the ILL electrode eff iciency (equal	 to (1)
witr. 1VL deleted from the numerator), TL and
TC are emitter and collector temperatures. the
last term In the denominator of (1) approximates non-
electronic thermal transport, JR is reverse elec-
tronic flow (including reflections, back scattering.
back emission J BL , and other effects that diminish
output current), and JLS is the current density
-^z
for emitter saturation:
JES ' we(1 - REIIE exVlAit' t )	 l3)
where A and k are Richardson and Boltzmann
constants and RE Is the emitter reflection
coeff is tent.
Equation (1) is a simplified, yet reasonable
estimate applicable for low cetlum concentrations.
rzduced enhanced-mode p ressures. close electrode
spacings. and small irteielectrode losses. ' %der
such condttlphs 2 'hf b k emission tJdE)
aDproxlmates llll. 6 9	 71
Jet . A(I -R Bt )T2 exDl - 1 Al • t1D )1kI C J	 (4)
where R K comprises RC 1^:ollector reflec-
tion coe icient) and slml ar coefficients for all
interelectrode mechanisms that return collector-
emitted electrons to their source -- except those
for noncollisional repulsion by the emitter
sheath. with negligible ► nterelectrode losses and
reflections. back eiriss ► on equals t o at for collec-
tor saturation:
its	 All - R L )II rip(-0l /kT l )	 lS)
the ireceding equations verify a previous
asser.lon: High-temperature n;aterial effetts
(AE. RE. T L.	 •l - Rt. 1 1. JtS ... ) determinethe level of 1 ^ performance -- ctrrlpletely. this
generalization Includes enhanceu-made operdtlon
also because VA represents a small trattlon of
iLL output recycl yd to Increase -itlt;tenty. 	 With
this rather -Imitea batkground d tabulation of iLL
thdr`atterlst Its may now lie apropos:
i herntonic-Lnergy Conversion (ILL) Advantayes
Electricity directly front ►lest
No mhiviny parts or Inherent methanical stry%%es
H19h temper aturest nigh ldr'rlot etf ICIerK les
Great power densities - wi th
Broad near' 4naximtmt-ell Ic lerx y plateaus
Rapid responses to load or heat varlatlons
(tons'Ant temperature)
Low weights
Small volumes
Modularity
Although ILC accepts great thermal power deri-
sitles. MfNPs excel In this capability: They can
rcelve and deliver thousands of wticm 2
 radi-
al'y and tens of thousands aalaI v. Such perfor-
mance falls within an envelope of (mechanistic
limitations t),,lfled by that 	 sltcich,
r
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A slitipltfled, yet informative expression for
maximum heat-pipe thermal power Qm&x results
from reduction of a complicated quadratic equation
byneght , tlr^y Inertial and interghase
efIetts J
 3 .
^ 1	 ^`Awkw^( ^I°111 1 r	 o191r p sineltlax _FT \ v 1 /1 t\ 1 — — o—	 (b)
tit eguatiu m
 the first factor is the "wick
number" (Nw ); the , •cond. the "Ilquld-transport
factor" or "zero-g figure of merit" (Ni); and
2ol/got
	
1s the "one 9 wicking height" lfip). The
subscripts w, 1, and p designate "wick,"
"liquid" and "pore'." And A Is area; 9. gravity
vector; A, permeability; 1. length; r, radius; 4.
Inclination angle from horizontal; 1. neat of
vapor ► tation. u, vlscU%Ity; o. density; and o,
surface tension.
equation (o) ver'lfles that, aside from Inter-
net getxmn try, high temperature-material properties
(,,I, nl, v1	 and ol) and their effects determine
the level of WHit
 pertormance. Perhaps this con-
text makes the general characteristics of heat
plpes more nk-anirghtl:
Ilk, neat V Ipe
Modularity III
	 Applied Research
and lethnology tARi)
TEL MI Is essentldlly a iependent of other system
L tlnipu ne III s
Development and testing on the lab bench dre
effective
lonverters are scalable
Module building blocks adapt to system site and
shape
Repetitious rotational tabr ► (ation modes applyNearost-nelghbUl' load sharing minimizes unit-
tallure effects
Modular designs allow 1tl-unit replitemerts
Lconomy: resrar'h, develt4iment, fabrication,
aPPIILatIon
Adaptability
Reliability
M?:ntalnab•Iity
Is a tliermal energy transporter, transformer, and
I sot her'nldI I let , ;
1s d ttwllpdct. Ilghtwelght, self -contained, self-
puniped cyst em;
operates with no nx'cnanicdl or e l ectrical Inputs -
and no moviixi parts.
Allows diverse lemperdtw'e rariyes, high tlternlal-
power den ► ties, and low temperature gradients:
I S.UIxI Mlcar at 15011' l	 •Lit.nl	 MJun/ 'L
Lithium Il l) treat pipe	 0.1
	 150,000
M0Ifelt nipper (c,t)
	 4000	 3.15
live pre •.ed ► ny simplified algebraic expressions
Indeed i I'd I(ate that properties and interactions
of .nater'tdls at nigh tt-mperatures dictate iLL and
Mt HP pertoimarxes at their maxima. But an intro-
ductory quotation states treat "high-temperature
2
material effects determine the level and lifetime
of ... performance." And because thermally expo-
nential tendencles of degradation-rate constants
can be crucial, 'he fact than "high-tempe-ature
material effects determine the ... lifetime" is
often more impn 6 tsnt. In practice, thermie-
physicochemb:al Stat,illty limits **rating tem-
peratures, httice TFC thermal emission ark' MFHP
vaporization rdtls. Therefore, can high-
performance TLC and MFHPs withstand thermally
accelerated deterioration and live productively to
economically old ages?
Answering this question requires Tirst a diag-
nosis of sumo of the more destructive ravages pos-
sible during high-toVitrature TEC and p MP 4#r&-
tion:  Roth devices are subject to Internal alkali-
metal corrosion and solution accelerated by low
concentrations of irmpurities like oxygen. in tar-
restrial service both must survive external at-
tacks by hot corrosive gases. For space +p plica-
tions both must oppose sublimation of the i r exter-
ior surface: into the hard - vacuum ambiance. And
the near-vacuum within TEC admits of vaporization,
coo4onsation complications that Could cause work-
function alterations and coat Insulators. Also
wherever Interfaces of differing materials encoun-
ter high temperatures. reaction amid diffusion loom
as major .oncerns. Accentuated effects of the
latter phenomenon occur when composition discon-
tinuities promote void formations (Kirkendall)
that diminish transport cross sections. Finally
thermal creep, expansion coefficient mismatches.
and solid-pnase transitions demand attention in
temperature cycling and gradients.
But as subsequent discussion reveals. solu-
tions for these problems are available to Mike
high temperature TLC an.i MFhPS viable.
Successful Limitation of Alkali-Metal Corrosion
Since the 19a0's TEC technologists have con-
sidered cesium (Cs) corrosion under control to the
extent that it no longer poses problems. As
reference 3b states
	 , the materials used are
not attacked by Cs	 In addition. utilization
of ultra-pure Cs. strict cl^anliness, effective
setters and hi h-temperature vacuum bake-outs
insure long lifetimes for TEC interiors.
The same general approach produces acceptable
results for MFHPs. where Li usually provides the
ultimate corrosion test. But in 1973, reference
36 asserted, "it has been concluded that M-,'WelLi
,SiC) heat pipes promise a lifetime of many )errs
at 1600 0 C."
This achievement Is particularly noteworthy
hecause the heat-pipe cycle concentrates
corrosion-accelerating impurities at the evapora-
tor surface. Therefore localized the ►mochemical
attack intensifies continuously in the
performance-affecting ti; ne structure of the wick
as indicated in Fig. 4• .
Such alkali-metal-curroston effects catalyz.w
by oxygen tell, Jrdwatlze the importance of oxide
getters as metallic-fluid preloadinig processors.
as in situ purifiers and as alloy Constituents.
Of course good getters release much enthalpy and
undergo nearly as great negative free-energy
changes upon cjm n)ng with O -- like the metals
in lower Fig. 538-4 . A qualitative version of
some of these data }fmplifies their p ►esentat.•'
somewhat in Fig. 64l . A yneat difference be-
tween free energies of oxide formation for two
metals indicates a strong 0-gettering proclivity
for the one with the more-neg•L l ve free-energy,
change. But this is a generalization based on
equilibrium concepts. And degrees or rates of
approach to equilibria are not estimable from
frit"nergy val ues. In fact solid- state trans-
port usually controls gotterfnq rates after Inl-
tial superficial reactions.
However Figs. b and a provide some interest-
If" TEC and W HP insights: One is the observation
that TEC Cs can scavenge impurity oxygen. then
surronder it to the To or Nb onvelWos. This
c l ean-up process might have caused early relative-
ly uncontrolled TEC tests, which often began with
high performances typical of 0 .40itive e.:hance-
ment. to taper off to lower efficiencies with
tlnued operation.
Consensus places 0 solubility in To and Nb
near one percent at several hundred degrees Contl-
grade . and gr1ster than five percent above
• 1500 L	 But dissolved oxygen embrittles
these refractory metals. So popular To and Nb
a' ys incorporate small amounts of hafnium (Mf)
and zirconium (Zr), respectively. to getter solid-
solution 0. fix it s distributed oxides, and
reduce brittleness4^. But welding and other hot
processing tand to segregate slag and other im-
purities at interfaces. Thus. because Li can
attack To, Nb. Zr. and Hf oxides successfully, LI
heat pip.-s of such alloys often succumb to inter-
granular and weld perforations. However, as pre-
viously stated. properly processed M alloys
serve admirably as high-temperature Li heat
pipes. This statow.nt is also true for No and
some No alloys.
Although Li can getter 0 from most oxides. it
is subject to gett0ring by a few metals like those
at the bottom of Fig. 5. One of these. lanthanum
(L1). is present in the order of a tenth percent
in "a nos Alloy 188 (cobalt (Co) -40 ercent,
nickel (Ni) •22 percent. chromium (Crg -22 per-
cent. tungsten (M) -14 percent and iron (Fe)
-2 percent). It is noteworthy that a Haynes 188.
lithium heat pipe has Lien and is running with an
evaporator temperature of -1250 K for over 19.000
hours (mid-November 1980) at the NASA Lewis
Research Center. This heat pipe was part of a
project to determine advintages of very high-
temperature, hard-vacuun preloading bake-outs on
Li and sodium (No) compalib.lities with several
superalloys during heat-pipe operation. In prac-
tically all such preceding compatibility studies.
access to corrosion-accelerating impurities had
been assured. Unfortunately the p roject objec-
tive was thwarted at the outset because the sup-
plier was forced to use metal-felt wicks. which
are difficult to clean up, rather than the stipu-
lated screen. As a result. bake-out achieved only
in the order 0( 10 -4
 torr rather than the specified
lower than IU-` torr. Subsequently the Other
(non•-HA188) superalloy, Li heat pipes failed early
with destroyed wicks and severe internal wall at-
tacks. Two Haynes 188. Li heat pipes developed
leaks in stress cracks caused by welding after
-200 hours. But sectioning and microscopic exami-
nation revealed no Li effects on wicks or walls
(unpublished results from M. B. Kaufman. M. E. Frey
and J. F. Morris of NASA .ewes Research Center).
in this vein Ti-alloy. LI heat pipes shouitl
also be available soon for long-lived. weight-
effectia space applications ranging is over
13UO K3Y . Such availability was unexpected for
years because some authoritative heat-pipe pub-
lications state that the only alkali metal com-
patible with Ti is Cs. But a preponderance of
non-heat-pipe literature indicates that Ti should
serve wo!l with any alkali metals as working
ftuiris, including Li 37
. Contract verification
of this assertion is underway.
Such additional success in limiting alkali-
metal corrosion will enhance TEC as well as MFHP
technologies.
Protection Against External Hot Corrosive Gases
Advantageous terrestrial utilization of TEC
and MFHPs demands operation with direct exposure
to fossil-fuel combustion products at high tem-
peratures. And such service requires efficacious
protective coatings on heat-receiving surfaces.
But subjection to hit ,, velocities and mechanical
stresses is unnecessary because MFHPs can collect
low thermal-power densities and transform them to
appropriate, nearly isothermal TEC inputs,
Silicon-carbide (SIC) clads for TEL In topping
of power plants (TOPP) arose as a pr •^xn i in9g sglu-
t1on to this hot-corrosion problem2 o 14- 8,4B-54
curing Pre-1970 Office of Coal Research contract
studies. Reference 2 reports on the thermal-shock
stability, thermal-expansion compatibility,
molten-slag resistance and not-corrosion protec-
tion of SiC-clad TEC. Recent EPRI-supported work
on coal-fired recuperators and regenerators fur-
ther supports SiC as a high-temperature heat-
rece'ving surface.
Now Thermo Electron Corporation (TECU; is test-
ing a series of SiC-clad TEC diodes in fossil-fuel
combustion products. One with a 1730 K W emitter
passed 35UO hours (early December 1980) and is
continuing. Tests after over WOO hours for
another SiC-clad converter with a Ib3O K W emitter•
yielded gratifying results54:
"Electron microprooe analysis showed no
evidence of any reaction between the
interfaces of the tungsten, graphite, and
silicon carbide. X-ray diffraction pat-
terns of the silicon carbide were com-
pared to those from unfired silicon car-
bide. The patterns were essentially
identical and showed primarily	 silicon
carbide. Knoop mieroha ►dness tests indi-
cated there was no change in the hardness
during the life test. The hardness at
the dome was KHN 2WO. The following
impurities were found on the dome area of
the hot shell: aluminum, magnesium,
potassium. and iron. The first three
probably originated from the furnace
firebrick and the iron from the melted
flue pipe. Significantly, no chemical
reactions between these elements and the
silicon carbide were indicated. Appar-
ently, no change or degradation to the
composite shell resulted from the 5000
hours of operation."
TECO also revealed that TEC fabrication based
on chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with suitable
SIC cladding if, more economical than conventional
fabrication for lower-temperature superalloy pro-
tection. Tire laminar M. graphite (C . SIC dome
(emitter. thermal-expansion Adapter, protective
coating) can also be manufactured on reusab l e man-
drels. So directly-fired TEC appears cos,-
effectfie as well as feasible.
TECU has also demonstrated adaptability of
their methods to produce SIC-ciad MFHP envelopes.
Coding with External and Internal Vaporization
Some tower-temperature terrestrial applica-
tions of TEC and MFHPs anticipate external not-
cr e rosion protection by superalloys as previously
mentioned. Such materials often serve well con-
siderably hotter than 1400 K in combustion pro-
ducts because of adherent protective-oxide forma-
tions (see grgmerous NASA LeRC publications on
superalloys ). therefore it is not illogical
to assume that the absence of corrosive attack In
the chemically benign hard vacuum of space should
allow satisfactory servic« by these superalloys at
even higher temperatures. But of course this
assumption fails to eventuate.
As Fig. 7 testifies the most important super-
alloy constituents (Co, Cr, Fe and NI) vaporize
separately at about a mil per year between -1150
and -1250 K. Of course escape rates from a11Lys
differ from those of pure materials because of
dilation. jssociation, and diffusion effects, But
Fig. 7 enables estimates of high-temperature
vaporization into vacuum for non-associated sur-
face components. And a mil per year is signifi-
cant for lightweight space structures.
Much slower vaporization rates as well as
higher melting paints. great strengths and much
lower densities make Ti 41loys excellent candi-
dates for MFHPs in space	 (Fig. 8). Ti sub-
limes at only 0.1 mil/year near 13UU K. But such
service temperatures for unprotected Ti envelopes
on earth would be inconceivable. Here long-term
use o' unclad Ti generally occurs at temperatures
Belo, d/U K.
For satisfactory sublimation rates at tempera-
tures above )3U0 K, alloys of Mo and W or even of
Nb and Ta, with proper•
 precautions, can serve well
for TEC and MFHPs (Fig. 7) -- bare for space and
other vacuum environs and suitably clad for usual
terrestrial applications.
As previously described, MFHPs function
through evaporation, condensation, wicking cycles
for fluid metals: Internal pressures tend to
center around one atmosphere, often between 0.1
and 10 atmosphere. But although metal vaporiza-
tion prevails in MFHPs. wick and envelope mate-
rials must be thermally stable to maintain geo-
metries essential to performance.
However vaporization, deposition problems
demand special attention in TEC. where high tem-
peratures and surface phenomena dictate perfor-
mance. Line-of-sight or maze shielding can pre-
clude insulator short-outs. But emitter-vapor
deposition can be critical on the collector.
Adsorption of only a fraction of an atomic layer,
less than 10- 7cm, of a different material on an
electrode can drastically alter its work function
and electron reflectivity -- hence its TEC per-
L._
formance (Lqs. il) to (b)). Thus emitter-vapor
Deposits on tilt, 4ollector are as important as they
are unavoidablebb:
"The hot, close-up emitter practicail,
covers ► he several-Ituiidred-degrees-corder
collector. Arad the emitter vapor pres-
sure is several Orders of magnitude high-
er than that of an emitter-vapor deposit
on the collector. So in 1 ,)w-prp s.sure con-
verters the arrival rate of emlt.or vapor
on the collector is several orders of
magnitude, greater than the departure rate
Of its aCCUnwlated emitter-vapor depo-
sit. This arrival-to-departure ratio ap-
proximates the actual emitter vapor pres-
sure divided by its vapor pressure at the
collector temperature with that quotient
multiplied by the square root of the
collector-to-emitter temperature ratio."
Accordingly in TLC, emitter--vapor deposits
tend to build up do collectors. Therefore
utilizing the material deposited on it by the
.^muter as the collector is a simple, general
solutc,n fur this ILL vaporization. deposition
problem. U4ler answers are possi r:ie out
exceptional ^11,21.
In any event coping with Internal and exter-
nal vaporization In TLC and W HI's essentially
reduces to selection of the proper mraterr.,is,
which are available and viable.
Lontrallill Interfacial Reactions and Diffusion
As,de from the previously discussed working-
fiuid intluences, reaction and diffusion effects
are really not problematic Iit standard Mt lips.
Selection, electron-beam welding and high-
teaiperatire, hard-vacuum baking tit Identical wick
and envelope materials, whi4li have proven thenrio--
Physicochennea) stabiiity, pract , cally eliminate
such problems tee over IW C. And external hot-
cor• rosion protection developed tot, iLC applies at
lea ,.t fur small and intennediate heat pipes, which
offer the advantage of near-isotfie nuality.
In high temperature fossil-fuel - unibustion
products. the TLCO SiC, C, w dome tot , TLC showed
"no change ur degradation ... trum WOO hours of
operation" with a 1630 K emitter.	 in vacuum, a
cylindric diode witli a -1413 K W emitter • 0.43 nun
from a -1073 k Nb collector generated B W/cm ,,
 at
0.10 V and id pet-Lent rlectrooe etficiem y tut,
Over b years before a 1413 cuntract termination
stopped it. So interfacial reactions and diffu-
sion appear well under• cont rol in standard TLC
also.
Introduction of new high performance elec-
trodes sdnietnnes causes d1ftILUitiCS. Fur exam-
ple NASA Lc41C proposed a Cs diode with an emitter
and a collector of La hexaboride (LaB U ) ,ri the
late 14u0's and again during the reactivation of
its TLC program rri 1414 51 	In 19/1 NASA Lt*(
and USSR technoloyists butte demonst rated high-
performance TLC with nonoriented LaB b elec-
trodes b B'-t"	 Controlled deposition of pd )y-
cr •ystal l ine metal-hexaboride f i l nisbl , witn pre-
ferred or gtch-relieved 100 ur• .'10 orientations
for LaBt, b-67, promise even better
performance in practical TLC contigurations
(similar to (VD'd 110-W electrodes in cylindric
diodes). And gratifyingly the published consensus
in 1974 indicated that brazing, diffusion and
reactions uetween Laub and its support were not
problems. But today the inability to maintain a
1700 K Lad b emitter on a r^	 ofr+ctory-mat base
for over 100 to M hours GB % by still frustrates
practical applications. however history teaches
t w at such diffusion and reaction problems usually
yield to concentrated applied research.
Ili general the problem of "contact diffusion
interaction of materials" causes mayor difficul-
ties QKi g fnating at high-temperature inter-
faces ,711. Other pertinent examples are the
previously mentioned solutionh effects of alkali
metals and oxygen (particularly In ninblum and
tantalum) as well as the interminglilg of fuel
aith 'ts immediate container in nuclear power gen-
erators like the in-core thermfor,ic-converter or
heat-pipe ..onf iguratIons.
Ili the latter area ref _ "CC 10 presents re-
sults obtained by a groin if USSR scientists Who
contributed theoretically and experimentally to
the understanding of fuel, clad interactions. !n
turn reference 71 corrects their simple diffusion
equation, then derives more rigorous versions
through Laplace transfornratiun of the ditfer•ential
rate expression, "small-system" approximation, and
finally complete Inversion With subsequent simpli-
f icat ion;
j 	 / \\	
Pu
l
C(x,t) C(0,0)it ' cos W) -cos 	
1 
expt- ^
L ,
(	 `	 \\\	 (7)
where L is concentration of A in U varying
over a short timet and very small distance x
In accordance with a dominating diffusion coeffi-
cient D for A in B and a layer-growth
constant k.
Diffusion is of course a Critical influence AS
an entity at high-temperature interfaces. But
more crucially it generally dictates rates of
corrosion and other chemical reactions in prac-
tiC41 systems -- after the initial superficial
interactions deplete local coinposit;ons. To fur-
ther elucidate the last observation, consider the
simplistic but heuristic example of pure-metal
oxidation LGIltrolled (^^ nn gration fn an ideal
solution (after Evans 7• , from Hurlen73 1 . For
this situation the absolute reacton- ► att theory
(Eyring, Laidler• and 6lasstone) yields an e xpres-
sion for one-dimensional net transport of a
species (corrected from Ret. lt):
v - (xki/h)exp(
	
./RT)[C exp(-a,xzFde/RTdx)
- (c • x do/dx)exp((1 - o)azFdO/RTdx))
	 (8)
The pre-bracket factor, specific rate for a unit
concentration without fields, involves no net
transport. The first terns in the bracketed factor
represents acceleration by the field. The second
torn in the brackets covers retardation. Also in
(8) v is the net transport rate; x, the equilib-
rium distance between migrating charged particles;
k. Boltzmann constant; T, degrees Kelvin, h,
Planck constant; aGb, standard chemical activation
energy; R, gas constant; c, concentration of mi-
f
g
J
r
a y
grating species; s o symmetry factor; to %Igrating-
particle Charge; F, Faraday equivalent; 0, inner
potential; and x, distance in the transport di-
rection.
Simplify i ng assumptions and transformations
lead to an approximate expression for film thick-
ness y related to an equivalent oxide volume V
and to a values across the film:
dyldt - Vv(1). •I/y - d6 ldx.
	
acly - do/dx. aG - F/ab and r - 112 	 (9)
dy/dt	 L.. • K i c toy (exp(- ► izI&G/1RTy)
1
	
+ kIbeIlyci.y)%ptaiziaG/ZRTy)]	 (10)
►there t is time and K - (VXk)/h)exp(-aG3/RT).
from this simplified yet unwieldy equation Evans
extracts some of the more common reduced forms
used to correlate corrosion data.
For high temperatures ano i.-- f +.m thick-
nesses the exponential of Eq. (10) submits to
series expansion with small-terns elimination:
	
dy/dt
	
	
F Kiaict.y(ziaG/RT + act /ct.y]
	 /y
[i
a ^^ 1 K i a i ec i, /y or y2 ft K P t + canst.
i	 /i
(I1)
And the classic parabolic corrosion expression
results.
In contrast for low temperatures and small
film thicknesses a bracketed exponential term in
Eq. (10) approaches negligibility:
Jy/dt	 Kici.y exp(+a i z i aG/ My)
i
	
or y-1 .,const. - KIL log t	 (12)
This is the inverse-logarithmic relationship for
corrosion.
A cubic version derives from corrosion models
invoking assumptions of semiconductor properties
for the oxide film. The result is equivalent to
assuming corrosion conditions validating app
as ar apprrYimation of exp(p) -ezp(-p) in
Eq. (10):
dyldt r a	 KIC 
toy 
(iiziaWR1) I /y2
Ci 
	
or y3 . 9 
c 
t + const.	 (13)
Rather than semiconduction, catalysis assumed in
corrosion modeling can lead to linear time de-
pendency. And all these variations evolve from an
admittedly simplistic. even unattainable system of
a pure metal limited in corrosion by transport
through an ideal solution. Complications of
alloys, nonideai multitamponent solutions, steep
temperaturegradients, inhomogonieties and myriad
other real it es are normal effects in actual
interfacial diffusion and reactions. gut this
somewhat superficial description begins to indi-
cate the problems and undersccres the importance
of life testing.
The preceding amplification be aii with a com-
ment on new high-performance TEC electrodes like
LAB6. Gratifyingly, unoriented and CVD'd 110-W
electrodes with negligible interetectrode losses
can provide optimal TEC for plications requiring
-1000- to -1100 K collectors	 Furthermore
high performance M and No electrodes with stable
or ste(4y-state supplies of enhancing 0 are in the
offing	 And for such TEC materials "inter-
facial reactions and 4iffusion appear well under
control."
fieeting Other TNr"2Rhysi 11 ChaiWass:
xpansi-on a c s, reep...
One of the first considerations in anticipa-
tion of a laminar composite, particularly of un-
forgiving refractory materials like tungsten and
silicon L4rbide, is the match of thermal-expansion
coefficiem,s. An excellent examp l e of such an
evaluation from the late 1960's appears in
Ref.: Fig. 9(a) comprises prepublished
data?
 ; Fig. 9(b). data obtained during the pub-
lished studylu. Separately the sets of results
reveal near-wmatches for M and SIC thermal expan-
sions. Together they predict practical coin-
cidence.
The significance of this comparison was im-
resasiv in the late 196U's, even as it is
tod 	 75:
"Six molybdenum tune samples, coated with
virious Lnicknesses of thick grain CVU
silicon carbide have been received from
Chemetal and subjected to a series of
thermal shock tests, both in a vacuum
furnace and in a natural gas flame. The
objective was the evaluation of the coat-
ing adhesion. Temperature cycling in the
vacuum furnace covered the range from
approximately 400 to 1500 K. The samples
were inspected after one, three, and six
temperature cycles. Following these
tests, the surviving samples were sub-
jected to natural gas flame i.eating and
ambient air cooling for a total of ap-
proximately 40 cycles. The conclusion
reached in these preliminary tests is
that when a thin inte miediate layer of
tungsten is used, the molybdenum
substrate-CVD silicon ca rbide coating
will withstand the thermal stresses over
the temperature range of interest. No
evidence of layer seaaration was dis-
closed in metaliographic examination of
tube samples."
The contribution of this thermal-expansion-match
observation is critically important to MFHPs for
terrestrial use as well as to TEC.
Incidentally, a reference-2 silicon carbide
sample "temperature cycled over 7300 times" in
hydrocarbon-combustion products "to about 2800' F
in about one minute," followed by "a two-minute
14
6
cool-off to about 700' F. Coal ash was deposited
on the surface of the test sample oaring the cool-
down portion of the test cycle ... The only visi-
ble effect on the silicon carbide was an erosion
of about 0.02 inch where the" pressurized flame
Impinged on the samplw. "It was apparent that the
temperature of this point was considerably higher
than the measured tempe.ature of the test sample
As before, solidified coal ash was evident
on fie tube surface, but sectioning and metalio-
graphic examination ... showed no coal ash pene-
tration of the silicon carbide. The solidified
coal ash observed rm the test sample was a result
of the final cool . down. Ouri,ig the temperature
cycling, good run-off of the coal ash was observed
at the high temperatures, leading to the conclu-
sion that the final air heater would indeed be
self-cleaning."
Subsequent r e ferences on SiC service in
fossil-ftel cumbustion pr,c^u s upport and aug-
ment re ► ercnce-1 findin9% L; 4 . 71 . For example,
TECO recently treated its SIC, L, W donne at 1875 K
for over 70 hours, sprayed water on it at 1875 K
10 times (IUOO K between the cater-co p lej spot and
the rest of the dome), poured liquid nitrogen on
It at 1815 K 11) times, then cycled it from 1875 K
to 000 K over 150 times, their
	 ?025 K to
<9UUK over IUO times taking about one minute for
each cycle -- All with no ill effects to the SiC,
C. W dome.
Interestingly, TELU uses C to more carefully
adapt silken-ca^bide thermal-expansion to that of
W. And Chenretal 7 utilizes W for thennal-
expansion adaptation of SiC to Mo. The latter
lamination has yet to undergo long-term high-
temperature exposure to tossil-fuel combustion
products, successfully experienced by the farmer.
But results of both approaches are gratifying.
In addition to the thermal-expansion effects,
refractury-material strength and creep at high
temperatures are of course unportant in TEL and
MFNP applications.
	 In this vein, ,lust subsequent
to mentioning Sit: arid 	 two referential observa-
tions arc pertinent: First "it is 'iteresting to
note that sintered SiC exhib .s an increase in
strength with an Inc ase I test temperature up
to about "8U0
.
 F",,.	 And ^,cond "graphite
possesses high thermal conductivity, a low modulus
of elasticity, a low coefficient of the nnal-
expansion, and relatively satisfactory strength
increasingg with increase in temperature to
^7U0° C" 79	 Conceivably such protective clads
and thermal-expansrun adapters might also serve as
structural members at high operating temperatures.
High temperature stru c tural members are sub-
ject to the thermal creep6U - 82
	This phenopenon
is the time-depenuent plastic deformation of a
material under sustained loading at temperatures
above about half its melting point value. Like
many other thermopnysical effects, creep Is com-
plex, even in pure polycrystalline metals. Here
in general high-temperature creep resistance
relates to high levels for the melting point,
elastic modulus, stability of fine grain bize,
crystal-structure const,,nt for self-diffusion, and
valence state. Departing from pure metals intro-
duces cons ideraticr,s of strengthening by solution,
precipitation, dispersion and composite effects.
Ir practical application,, permutations of com-
plicating influences are myriad. For example,
referonce 47 states that "the maximum 0 I pvel in
No necessary to a w ld embrittlement of Nb at
700" C has been estimatsd to be less than 10 ppm."
The preceding scarce tactics are really
intended only to indicate that published creep
values for a given material can var;r considerably
with little or no apparent reason. But tuch
information is particularly important for MFHPs
and TEL in systems with -18DO K emitters. And for
these applications, satisfactory materials are few
as the crewstrengtn curves of Fig. 10
illustrate .
In any event high-tempurature TLC and With
based on the c reep resistance of W and W alloys
have demonstrated in vacuum capabilities for many
years of service. Ta. Nb and Mo alloys afford
effective creep resistance for selected applica-
tions also. Figure 10 shows such alloys: T-111
(To, HW, ZHf); ASTAR-811C (To, 8W, IRe, O,IHf,
0.35C); Nb, Ur. FS-85 (Nb, 28%. 1010, 1Zr); TZC
(Mo, I.`:T1, 0.251r, 0.15C); .nd TZM (Mo, 0.5Ti,
0.081r, 0.030.
Weight-effectiveness in space and cost-
effectiveness in general drive toward minima) wall
thicknesses alluded to in Fig. 8. For such condi-
tions the previousiv mentioned "stability of fine
grain size" is very important. This state not
only maintains creep resistance, but also avoids
recrystallization grain dimensions and inter-
granular paths appruaching containment-well thick-
nesses. lee 13tter occurrence promotes fluid
leaks as well as strength discontinuities.
Specially selected aoditrves care increase
c ,-Wep resistance, returo recrystallization arid
control solid-phase transitions often accompanied
by abrupt changes in properties like thermal
expansion. Referring again to titanium may
exemplify tnN last observation37:
"Thennopnysically, Ti undergoes a solid-
phase alteration at about 11bO K. Here
rising
 temperatures <:hange the closely
packeu-hexagonal "alpha" structure to the
body-centered-cubic "beta" contigura-
tlon. However,
 this transformation, like
the o-to-y transition for ,
 iron at 1180 K,
causes no great difficulties 4 . The Ti
o-tu-d phase-change temperature rises
with Al additions and falls (even beluw
room temperatures) with inclusions of Mo,
Fe, Lr or V. Convnercially available pure
(99.6 percent) Ti and Ti, 5AI, 2.5Sn are
alpha alloys.
	 Ti, BMo, 8V, 2Fe, 3A1 is a
beta alloy, and the most widely used Ti,
6A1, 4V is an "alpha-beta" alloy.
Like Ti, refractory metals Zr and Hf, also in
periodic4 gr44up IVA, undergo solid-phase transi-
tions
	 . In contrast group VA Nb and Ta
as well as group VIA Mo and W exhibit nu solid-
phase changes.
The considerations raised in this sec ► run re-
present some obvious difficulties that have been
overcome on the path to successful applications of
high-temperature TEC and MFHPs. Many other less-
impressive thennopnysicai challenges have arisen,
then fallen under the pressure of applied research.
r_
Ih-Temme r ature TEL anti MFHP'S In Brief
In addition to the detailed similarities of
TEC and MF HPs emphasized in the introductory see-
tions, a generallzeu parallel can be drawn: The
two operating cycles appear as invitingly simple
and isolated as their material problems seem fore-
bootngly difficult and complected. The first ob-
servation is deceptive; the second, :andid. Both
areas required intense study and experimentation.
which resulted in recognition of their singular
relationship. "In short, high-temperature mater-
ial effects determine the level ano lifetime of
... perf orinance."
Shoplifted equations verify material proper-
ties and interactions as primary influences on the
operational effectiveness of both TEC and MFHPs.
And being essentially evaporation, condensation
cycles. TEC and MFHPs experience flow limitations
in thermal emission and vaporization because of
temperature restrictions redounuing from thermo-
physicochemlcal-stability consideratiors. Thus
attaining practical lifetimes generally implies
limiting performances in exchange.
But as previous discussions reveal, major
high-temperature material problems of TEL and MFHP
have been solved. The solutions are workahle arid
economical and lead directli to applications ti,at
are productive arid cost-effective.
	
In fact cur•
rent perfoniidnee arid cost levels imply irnprO%ed
outputs, eff iris ncies, and economies for TEL topp-
ing of combustors, central-station p „rer • plaits
and ether acivdnced coove r'5ion system% heated by
high-temperature ,nergy sources.
Anti anticipateU techouloglcal gains point to
even greater improvements for future TtL and MFHP
applications by more fully utilizing hit.ih power
densities from high-temperature material
interactions.
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III) LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSIONS FROM REF. 16.
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1 percent crop In 10 000 hours.
